The large amount of radiative data from the Opacity Project is compared with available experimental and theoretical data for the Carbon and the Silicon sequences.
Radiative data for the Opacity Project (OP; see Seaton /I/) has been calculated for all atoms and ions with Z=1-14,16,18,20 and 26. The Carbon sequence data was computed by Luo and Pradhan /2/ and the Silicon sequence was considered by Pradhan /3/. The calculations consist of oscillator strengths and photoionization cross sections for typically a few hundred bound states in each atom or ion. In the present report the O P data is assessed based on other calcualtions, experimental data and self consistency.
A. Carbon Sequence:
A.l Oscillator Strengths Very little previous radiative data is available for comparison for this sequence. In Fig.  1 (a,b) the ground state photoionization cross sections for Si I and Ca VII are shown. The Si I cross section agrees well with the earlier calculations by Mendoza and Zeippen 1121. There is a large resonance feature at the photoionization threshold of Si I ground state ,3~'3p'(~P), resulting i n sizable enhancement in the near threshold cross section. This resonace is no longer present in the higher ions of the sequence as the resonance state becomes a purely bound state (e.g. Fig.lb for Ca VII). Further analysis of the O P data is in progress. 
